
F FOre: 

To: 
4/6/2021 9:38:37 AM 
RE: April 16 Site Visits 

We have started compiling contacts and will reach out to them today: The one other contact we wanted~ 
input on was Caltransl I spoke with~yesterday. She asked if~had some contacts With 
Caltrans because he had been working with those folks, list of people from the different organizations 
that we can contact, and~will reach out to Caltrans would like us to do that 

Thanks 

202119:20AM 

~and I discussed this ask and they wil! do what they can on your behalf to get other agencies out there, this 
includes asking gov tel for help reaching out and us reaching directly out. As I am not surs they will see any benefit 
in coming, we can’t control attendance but will do what we can, 

Sincere!~ 

’I~ is amazing xvl~at you can accomplish 
If yOU do llot Ca!~ ~1~ gets fl~ crediff 

From: ~ 
Sent:                 2021 10:46 AM 

Subject: April !6 Site Visits 
Importance; High 

We have received some dates for the next round of site visits from Filsinger and~ (they are below). One 
thing that just popped up this morning was that on the System Hardening visit they wanted to have the other 
agencies present as this meeting, because we these s pecific jobs have conflicts with Caltrans, Railroad, BLM and I 
think one other~apparently specifical y said to have--coordinate with those agencies to ensure 
they are present at the meeting. I am not sure how/if you even know about the meetings next week, much less able 
to coordinate with these agencies on such short notice. I am having my team get some contacts for all the different 
folks I am not sure if you have specific contacts with those folks and I don’t want overstep my bounds but with 
your approval we can go ahead and at least reach out to the agencies to see if we can get representation at the 
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meeting 

Wednesday, ~ril 14th 
Redding, CA 
Vegetation Management (Unchanged) 

Thursday~ April 15th 
Ch icolO roville 

Friday, ~ril 16th: 
Bucks Creek 
System Hardening 

~ please confirm that Thursday wi!l work for your team. 
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